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1. Background 
 

Applicants Name: University of Luxemburg 

Application Name: DPM – Dynamics Simulation Driver 

Programming Language: C++ 

Programming Model: MPI 

Source Code Available: No 

Input data: Unknown 

Performance study: Initial Audit – Code does not scale beyond 20 processes. 

 

The user compiled the application with the Intel Compiler 15.0.3 and Intel MPI 5.0.3 

and executed the application at their system, where he previously installed Extrae 

version 3.1.0. We did not required access to the source code.  

 

Traces were collected using the main configuration characteristics displayed in Table 

1. The user provided us traces for executions using 12, 24, 36 and 48 MPI processes. 

 

Trace-mode: Detail 

Sampling: Yes (5ms   1ms) 

Hardware 
Counters: 

Yes (cyclic, change at 500000usec) 

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 
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PAPI_TOT_INS 

PAPI_TOT_CYC 

PAPI_L1_DCM 

PAPI_L2_DCM 

PAPI_L3_TCM 

PAPI_BR_MSP 

PAPI_BR_UCN 

PAPI_BR_CN 

 

PAPI_TOT_INS 

PAPI_TOT_CYC 

PAPI_VEC_SP 

PAPI_LD_INS 

PAPI_LD_INS 

PAPI_SR_INS 

RESOURCE_STALLS 

RESOURCE_STALLS::RS 

RESOURCE_STALLS::ROB 

PAPI_TOT_INS 

PAPI_TOT_CYC 

PAPI_VEC_DP 

PAPI_FP_INS 

RESOURCE_STALLS::SB 

RESOURCE_STALLS::LB 

Table 1. Extrae configuration. 

 

2. Application structure  

 

The code executes a total of 100 iterations. The timeline of the execution using 12 

MPI ranks in Figure 1 shows an initialization phase in orange, followed by the 

iterations. 

 

Figure 1. Timeline of 12 MPI ranks. 

3. ROI (Region of interest)  

 

The iterations show a very small variability along time. Therefore, we can pick as the 

region of interest any set of iterations to analyse. To keep the trace small, avoid 

variability from the initialization phases and, yet, have enough information, we 

selected as ROI 5 iterations between iterations 30 and 34. Figure 2 presents 

computation (left) and MPI calls (right) for the selected iterations.  

 

  

Useful duration MPI calls 

Figure 2. Cut of iterations 30 to 34 of the trace using 12 MPI processes 
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The iterations consist of a large local computational phase followed by a 

communication phase with asynchronous MPI calls. The observed calls are mainly 

MPI_Isend, MPI_Irecv and MPI_Test. We took the same cut from the executions 

using 24, 36, and 48 processes. 

 

4. Scalability 

 

The cuts of the selected five iterations from executions using 12 to 48 MPI processes 

are on the left side of Figure 3. The code runs in strong scaling, thus the reduction of 

total computing time when augmenting the number of MPI ranks. 

 

In a perfectly linear strong scaling execution we expect that each time the number of 

processes doubles, the total execution time per iteration reduces by half (red line on 

the Speedup chart at the right side of Figure 3). However, the scalability of this code 

(blue line in the same figure) is lower than expected. It reaches a 2.4x of improvement 

in iteration time when processes are multiplied by four. This was the main 

performance issue reported by the user. 

1x 

 

 

2x 

 

3x 

 

4x 

 

 Scalability of executions Speedup 

Figure 3. Scalability of 5 iterations. Timeline of computational regions and speedup 
chart. 
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5. Efficiency  

 

Metrics for fundamental factors and efficiencies from the ROI of the executions using 

12, 24, 36 and 48 MPI ranks are in Table 2 and Table 3. Values are between 0% and 

100%; higher is better. 

 

 
 12 24 36 48 

Parallel Efficiency 78.06% 77.60% 72.24% 75.02% 

Load Balance 82.33% 81.45% 77.83% 82.30% 

Comm Efficiency 94.82% 95.27% 92.83% 91.15% 

Computation Efficiency 100.00% 79.99% 74.48% 63.40% 

Global efficiency 78.06% 62.00% 53.80% 47.56% 

Table 2. Time efficiencies observed in the ROI from executions using 12, 24, 36 and 48 
processes.  

 

 12 24 36 48 

IPC Efficiency* 100.00% 87.34% 97.48% 76.91% 

Instructions Efficiency* 100.00% 97.40% 92.53% 88.59% 

Table 3. Other efficiencies observed in the ROI from executions using 12, 24, 36 and 48 
processes.  

* Reference values are useful computation, IPC and total instructions when running 
with 12 MPIs.  

 

Global efficiency goes down from 78% to 48% reflecting the scalability problem. 

Parallel efficiency in Table 2 is around a 72-78% reflecting a significant loss of 

performance but that does not have a high impact on the scalability. The main factor 

that affects the performance is load balance indicating the loss could be attributed to 

the uneven distribution of work between the processes. In addition, for us is important 

to point out that observed parallel efficiency of runs using 12 MPI ranks is only 78%. 

 

The computation efficiency is the main reason for the scalability problem. This 

efficiency is related to the number of instructions executed as well as the serial 

performance achieved (IPC). The efficiencies reported in Table 3 use as reference 

value the instructions and IPC from the execution with 12 MPI ranks. From this table 

we infer that main performance problem might be given by both factors: an increase 

in the total number of instructions as well as a reduction on the average IPC achieved. 

 

6. Load Balance  

 

Figure 4 corresponds to the histogram of the duration of the computing phases (left) 
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and the histogram of instructions completed (right). Histograms have similar shape, 

and therefore, the observed imbalance in computing region is caused by processes 

executing different number of instructions.  

 

  

Useful Duration Useful Instructions 

Figure 4. Histogram of useful duration and useful instructions for 48 MPI ranks. 

 

The main computing phase represents about 90-95% of the iteration time. 

Consequently, improving the load balance of this part of the code would have a high 

impact on the overall performance.  

 

7. Serial Performance   

 

The clustering suite served to identify trends on the main computing region. The 

scatter plots in Figure 5 show all the instances of this region, along time and across 

processes, projected in a new space in which the vertical axis represents the number 

of instructions, and the horizontal axis the achieved performance (IPC). For this code, 

we obtained only one main cluster. The scatter plot on the left corresponds to the trace 

using 12 MPI ranks and the scatter plot on the right corresponds to the execution 

using 48 MPI ranks. 

12 MPI ranks 48 MPI ranks 

Figure 5. Evolutions of Instructions and IPC per cluster when increasing the number of 
ranks. 
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We consider that IPC values for both executions are relatively low: for 12 and 48 MPI 

ranks, we observe an average IPC of 0.72 and of 0.55, respectively. IPC values also 

show imbalance within the execution and decrease when scaling, ranging from 0.7 

and 0.8 for 12 MPI ranks and ending with values between 0.5 and 0.6 when running 

with 48 ranks. 

 

7.1. Folding 

 

From the traces using 12 and 48 MPI ranks, we kept all iterations for the first process. 

Resulting folding charts are in the following figures. The figures show performance as 

Million Instructions per Second (MIPS) and include four phases within the main 

computing region for both executions. From top to bottom you will find the 

Instructions Mix counters (Figure 6), followed by the Architectural Related Metrics 

(Figure 7) and finally, the Resource Stalls (Figure 8). 

  

12 MPI 48 MPI 

  

Figure 6. Instruction mix using 12 and 48 MPI ranks. 

12 MPI  48 MPI 

  

Figure 7. Architecture related metrics from the executions using 12 and 48 MPI ranks. 

(a)         (b)                  (c)     (d) 

    (a)               (b)                    (c)         (d) 
      (a)           (b)              (c)       (d) 

      (a)           (b)              (c)       (d) 
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Observed phases within the main computing region are described next: 

 

Phase (a): 

 Shows low performance in both executions. It becomes more relevant to the 

overall performance when scaling. 

 The ratio of data cache misses (Figure 7) indicates that stores have bad locality 

in this part of the code. The number of store buffer stalls is extremely high, 

and almost every miss in L1 and L2 results into an L3 cache miss. We would 

have appreciated having the value of stalls due to Load Buffers to correlate 

them but this counter was unavailable on this architecture. 

 Most of the phase is spent in free and malloc calls invoked from 

“DPM_Dynamics_Simulation_Driver.cpp” (line 118) which seems to allocate, 

iterate, operate and de-allocate particles through STL data structures (set).  

 One recommendation is to have a look at the current generation of data 

structures to avoid locality issues. 

 

Phase (b): 

 Performance is fair (2500 MIPS), yet is far from peak performance.  

 The data cache miss ratios decrease within this phase, and at the end of the 

phase the values are about half as at the beginning. Instruction mix remains 

steady. This behaviour usually indicates locality is getting better along the 

phase. 

 Performance is mainly conditioned by store buffer related stalls (see Figure 8). 

They constitute about 40% of total cycles at the beginning of the phase and 

shrink down to about 25% at the end of the phase. This is consistent with the 

reported evolution of the cache misses and the increase of MIPS within the 

phase. Reservation station stalls have a smaller but still important effect in this 

phase. 

 In this phase there are multiple calls to a routine named 

“<DPM::dynamics::DPM_Dynamics _Entity>::interaction”, which seems to 

12 MPI 48 MPI 

   

Figure 8. Resource stalls from the executions using 12 and 48 MPI ranks. 

   (a)         (b)                  (c)      (d)       (a)           (b)              (c)       (d) 
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be invoked from “DPM_Dynamics_Module.cpp” file (line 547). The 

“interaction” routine mainly calls memory allocations and stl_map and stl_tree 

functions. 

 

Phase (c): 

 Shows a performance between 2000 and 2500 MIPS.  

 In comparison with the previous phase, the ratio of load instructions and L1 

and L2 data cache misses increases, yet the stalls of reservation station remain 

the same and the stalls due to the store buffer go down. From these behaviours 

we would expect stalls due to load buffer to be the main cause of the low 

performance observed, unfortunately, as mentioned above, this counter is not 

available to verify our hypothesis. 

 This phase includes calls to the routines: “create_interaction”, “interaction”, 

and “process_interaction” which origin in the files “interaction.cpp” (lines 

372-384), and “DPM_Dynamics_Module.cpp” (lines 529 and 586).  

 There are also routines that may be related to binary tree operations, such as: 

“get_intersecting_triangles”, “recursively_get_intersecting_triangles” and 

“interaction _SphereSSMap_TriangleSS BinaryTree”, called from 

binary_tree.cpp (lines 190 and 220) and interaction.cpp line (1363). 

 

Phase (d): 

 It has a relatively low performance and it takes more time, in comparison with 

previous phases, when scaling. 

 The ratio of cache misses in this phase indicates that data is mostly coming 

from main memory; we would recommend looking at the source code for 

patterns related to the filling of data structures. 

 The large number of stalls due to reservation station might be due to long 

dependency chains of instructions. 

 This phase seems to be the part of the iteration where the code updates the 

links for cell particles (mainly called from Domain.cpp line 472 and 

stl_tree.h).  

 

To improve the IPC, we suggest looking at the memory access pattern, as well as how 

data structures are used, because such regions would become more significant when 

scaling.  

 

We also observed that, when adding 4 times more processes, phases (a) and (d) 

showed no variation in the total number of instructions executed. On the contrary, 

phases (b) and (c) together went from 7.2x10
8
 to 8.2x10

8
 instructions. An augment of 

about 12% more instructions in regions (b) and (c), and no increment in regions (a) 

and (b), suggest that a part of the inefficiencies reported in section 5 as code 
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replication is being lost in the intermediate phases of the main computational region.  

 

Additionally, the final phase is showing the major losses in performance despite the 

number of processes used and seems to be caused by the iterative process through all 

the links. 

 

8. Communications  
 

The code has communications based on asynchronous MPI calls, and it spends most 

of its communication time in MPI_Test calls as Figure 9 depicts. The figure shows a 

zoom of the MPI calls performed between the computational regions of two iterations, 

and what is relevant here is the time wasted because of waiting (in blue). 

 

 

MPI_Test calls used in this code cause a constant polling to check if messages have 

arrived. The user indicated us that he was actually using the MPI_Wait 

implementation of Boost MPI and not MPI_Test calls shown in the trace. What we 

have seen is that there is no major benefit in performance by using MPI_Wait from 

this library because introduces active waiting, we would consider using the regular 

implementation of MPI_Wait call. 

 

Table 4 summarizes the profile of MPI calls for the available traces. We observe that 

in the trace of 12 MPI ranks more than 100,000 messages are sent between the 

processes, and this number increases when scaling. On average, there are more than 

5,000 messages (2KB) per process. One may consider the possibility of packing 

bigger messages before sending them. The packing and unpacking stage could also be 

parallelised with OpenMP thus using less MPI calls and reducing overall overhead. 

 

  MPI Calls 

MPI ranks Statistics MPI_Isend MPI_Irecv MPI_Test MPI_Testall 

12 
Total Messages 128,356 128,356 128,356 64,178 

Average 10,696.33 10,696.33 10,696.33 5,348.16 

 

Figure 9. MPI_Test and MPI_Testall waiting times (painted in blue). 
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Maximum 17,634 17,276 17.276 8,817 

Minimum 4,360 4,360 4,360 2,180 

Standard Deviation 4,124.36 4,215.48 4,215.48 2,062.18 

Avg/Max 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.61 

Avg bytes sent 2,485.51    

MPI ranks Statistics MPI_Isend MPI_Irecv MPI_Test MPI_Testall 

24 

Total Messages 174,306 174,306 174,306 87,153 

Average 7,262.75 7,262.75 7,262.75 3,631.37 

Maximum 14.084 13,948 13,948 7,042 

Minimum 3,420 3,390 3,390 1,710 

Standard Deviation 2,902.79 3,034.73 3,034.73 1,451.40 

Avg/Max 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 

Avg bytes sent 2,480.70    

MPI ranks Statistics MPI_Isend MPI_Irecv MPI_Test MPI_Testall 

36 

Total Messages 213,626 213,626 213,626 106,813 

Average 5,934.06 5,934.06 5,934.06 2,967.03 

Maximum 13,082 14,244 14,244 6,541 

Minimum 2,400 2,340 2,340 1,200 

Standard Deviation 2,605.33 2,694.88 2,694.88 1,302.67 

Avg/Max 0.45 0.42 0.42 0.46 

Avg bytes sent 2,521.94    

MPI ranks Statistics MPI_Isend MPI_Irecv MPI_Test MPI_Testall 

48 

Total Messages 261,774 261,774 261,774 130,887 

Average 5,453.62 5,453.62 5,453.62 2,726.81 

Maximum 13,236 12,672 12,672 6,618 

Minimum 1,920 2,000 2,000 960 

Standard Deviation 2,344.69 2,231.85 2,231.85 1,172.35 

Avg/Max 0.41 0.43 0.43 0.41 

Avg bytes sent 2,479.66    

Table 4. Statistics about MPI calls for all the traces 
 

We also observed a large number of small computations between the MPI calls, which 

introduce more instructions to be executed in total when scaling (approximately a 

40% more), we suspect that this might be the current packing and unpacking of 

messages between MPI_calls. To reduce current polling and packing and unpacking 

time, an alternative we might consider is to use one-sided MPI calls such as MPI_Put, 

because while a process sends data to a remote one, the remote process can do useful 

work instead of only waiting for data. 

 

Finally, concerning the schedule of communications, we noticed that all processes 

communicate in ascending order to the lower ranks first, e.g. Figure 10 shows that 

ranks 2, 3, and 4 communicate with rank 0 at the same time. This type of 

implementation causes end-point-contention on the rank receiving the messages; 

because all processes have to wait for the process with contention to finish with 

previous messages. An alternative recommendation is to randomise the order to 

receive communications or to implement any other order in which no process will be 

waiting for an overloaded process while it still has other neighbours pending to 

communicate with. 
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Figure 10. MPI calls in 10 iterations for 12 MPI ranks, and zoom on the MPI calls 
performed inside the iteration. Yellow lines represent logical communications. 

 

9. Summary of observations 
 

The user reported that the code does not scale beyond 20 processes. We found out that 

its lack of scalability may be related to inefficiencies in IPC and Instructions, because 

both efficiency metrics decrease noticeably, reaching values of almost 77% and 89%, 

respectively. We also observed that parallel efficiency of the code decreases from 

78% to 75% when scaling. The performance loss is mainly conditioned by load 

imbalances, where a value about 80% indicates that performance is being lost due to 

imbalances in the number of instructions executed per process. In consequence, our 

main recommendations to improve the scalability and efficiency are described below. 

 

To improve scalability: 

 The main computational region consumes a 90% of the total execution time, it 

reports an IPC of less than 0.8 and this value decreases further when scaling. 

The initial phase of the iterations has low performance and it becomes more 

relevant when increasing the number of processes. As this region involves 

memory allocations and memory access, we recommend looking at the 

algorithm to try to reduce this constant data allocation, and improve the 

pattern of memory accesses. See Section 7.1 for more detail; 

 When adding more processes, instructions efficiency suggested some potential 

code replication, which was observed in both computational and 

communication regions. The total number of useful instructions within the two 

intermediate phases of the main computational region increased up to a 12%, 

and about 40% in the communication phase. To fix this, the user could 

consider looking at the routines mentioned in Section 7.1 and reducing the 

large number of small computations between MPI_calls. 
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To improve the parallel efficiency: 

 We recommend to invest in finding a mechanism to dynamically balance the 

load between processes. Load imbalances are explained in detail in Section 6; 

 Change the order of point-to-point communications: sending messages to 

lower ranks in ascending order is causing endpoint contention at the receiving 

rank. We would considered to look at the communication scheduling; 

changing the order of data transfer can reduce the long waiting times (further 

details in Section 8); 

 Send bigger messages or pack and unpack messages before sending them; this 

will reduce the overhead of having too many messages. To reduce the current 

active-wait time, we would consider replacing MPI_Test calls by MPI_Wait 

calls or avoiding the use of Boost MPI library because its implementation of 

MPI_Wait seems to introduce the polling behaviour observed. And as a final 

recommendation we would also consider to replace asynchronous MPI calls 

by one-sided MPI calls (as described in Section 8).  


